Please complete the template and return by email to:

paul.gibson@telecom-sudparis.eu

Please note that a project must have a workload estimated to be between 120 and 240 hours of full-time development (during a period of 8-12 weeks). We will try to best match a team of (experienced) student developers – from a number of institutes around the word - to your needs (as outlined in the form, below). We will also work with you (and the team) to propose/agree a development plan/schedule as soon as possible. The language of communication must be English (as students come from different countries). You must have a contact at a HUBLINKED academic institute who has agreed to supervise the project. We will attempt to provide you with such a contact if you have yet to do so.

Company Name and Address:

Company Contact (Client of the Project) - Name, email, telephone number:

Academic Institute Contact - Name, email, telephone number:

Project Title/Acronym:

Project Summary/Context:

Project Requirements Specification:

Project Languages, Tools and Techniques: